Paints

- Bright White 118
- Silver 613
- Folkstone Grey 114
- Soft Grey 117
- Sandstone 116
- Beige Mist Metallic 611
- Medium Grey 115
- Medium Metallic Grey 612
- Dark Grey 113
- Brown 112
- Jet Black 111
The Knoll offering of paints and laminates creates a simplified process for specifying finishes across a range of Knoll products, allowing for a rational and comprehensive approach to designing a workplace environment from a single, unified palette.

Harmonizing materials and enhancing character in any architectural setting, the palette includes eleven core warm, cool and metallic paints and twenty-two core laminates that perfectly complement the range of Knoll workstation panel fabrics and upholstery. The palette has been created using environmentally-friendly technologies, including water-based and powder coating paint methods, and may contribute to achieving U.S. Green Building Council LEED® credits.

A single integrated palette of paints and laminates for Knoll products ensures a harmonized aesthetic throughout the entire workplace.

This guide to Knoll paints and laminates provides information for a range of products, including Knoll systems, storage, office tables and KnollStudio tables, as well as a selection of KnollExtra accessories.

Please consult the appropriate price list for a list of applicable finishes, edge band options and details for each product.

The samples shown here are representative of our paint and laminate finishes. For further information, please consult a Knoll dealer or sales representative.